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EDITORIAL

A CHALLENGE TO SPORTSMEN

As each year goes by, the problem of where to hunt in southern Ontario becomes

more acute. Virtually all hunting must take place on private lands. Concentration

of hunters and competition for game contributes to undesirable and sometimes un-

safe hunting practices. Good manners and sportsmanship are sometimes forgotten.

Most of the problems arise in the area south and west of Lake Simcoe. This

represents only five per cent of the whole area of the province but more than 75

per cent of the population of Ontario is to be found here. Hunting is a form of re-

creation which is prized by many city dwellers, and it is obvious that the open

country close to metropolitan areas will have the greatest concentrations of hunters.

Most landowners do not object to hunting on their lands, but when the influx of

hunters reaches unaccustomed levels, the "No Hunting" signs begin to appear. If

there is one irresponsibfe individual or vandal within the bounds of a township, his

acts may be sufficient to cause the local Council to endeavour to protect its resi-

dents by passing a by-law restricting hunting or the discharge of firearms. Very

often, actions which have led to the by-law are of a criminal nature and as such are

not punishable under the Game and Fisheries Act or by township by-laws. Unfortun-

ately, hunters as a group are blamed unfairly for acts of vandalism.

There still persists among many sportsmen an idea that a hunting licence con-

fers the right of access to game, but this is not the case. A hunting licence is mere-

ly a permit from the Crown to take game during the open season and subject to such

other restrictions as may be made in the interests of game management. Arrange-

ments to pursue game on private lands are entirely a matter between the landowner

and the hunter.

Unethical behaviour, such as shooting a pheasant ahead of another man's dog,

and accidents where one hunter wounds another in his anxiety to fill his bag, are

giving the sport of hunting a bad name in many parts of Ontario. Increased posting

of lands, together with attempts to keep out non-residents of townships by by-laws,

are indications that there is need for a little self-examination on the part of those

who hunt.

The organized sportsmen of Ontario should accept the challenge to find a way

of insuring that the privilege of hunting on private lands in Ontario will not be lost.



THE POLAR BEAR IN ONTARIO

by J. A. Macfie

Senior Conservation Officer, Parry Sound District

In 1961, by amendment of the Game and

Fisheries Act, the polar bear became

a game animal of Ontario . This mea-

sure empowers the government to re-

gulate the kill of polar bears if it wants

to, and it heralds recognition of the

stature of this most magnificent and

least known of our large wild animals.

The polar bear came into the game

group with the black bear which had

been treated as a form of vermin be-

fore increasing attention from hunters

and nature-lovers overcame prejudice

(Clarke, 1961). No such stigma kept

out the polar bear; recognition came

late to it because it inhabits a remote,

lightly populated part of the province,

and its numbers there are very small.

The polar bear is a creature of the

marine Arctic. Ontario lies within its

range because Hudson Bay draws the

Arctic far southward into the continent

About 500 miles of the shores of Hud-

son and James Bays touch Ontario, and

all of this coastal zone is to some de-

gree frequented by polar bears. The

bears are not permanent residents of

the province because they are primarily

animals of the sea where, it is sup-

posed, drifting ice floes and an inclin-

ation to wander constantly redistribute

them around Hudson Bay or, for all we

know, throughout the entire Arctic.

Most polar bears in Ontario keep

to the narrow, treeless zone of tundra,

marsh and beach bordering the sea.

They are most plentiful there from mid-

summer through autumn, the ice-free

season in the Bay, having come ashore

where melting ice let them off in July.

During the months until ice forms again

in December, they roam the coast rest-

lessly, seldom stopping anywhere for

long. A few, probably mostly pregnant

females seeking dens in which to bear

their young, do go inland beyond the

treeline. Indians at Fort Severn and

Winisk have reported them in the vici-

nity of large rivers as much as 100

miles in the interior, both winter and

summer (Cringan eta/, 1954). In mid-

November, 1958, members of a train

crew saw a polar bear fourteen miles

south of Moosonee, the most souther-

ly occurrence on record in Ontario.

(Toronto Globe and Mail, 1958).

Cape Henrietta Maria, the angle

made by the meeting of the Hudson and

James Bay coasts, is believed to be the

part of Ontario most frequented by polar

bears. This may be because a con-

siderable area behind the Cape is

true arctic tundra, or because ice

floes ground there more often than

at other points. West along Hudson

Bay, past Winisk and Fort Severn,

bears are uniformly distributed,

while the slight promontory at Pens

Island, near the Ontario-Manitoba

boundary, is said by Indians to be

another, place where bears are more

frequently seen. The ice pack

touches this shore there when it

lies well out to sea along most of

the south shore. Polar bears are

less common in James Bay than in

Hudson Bay.

In 1954, Cringan et al (1954)

expressed the opinion that there

were "not more than a few hundred"

polar bears in Ontario. In the sum-

mer of 1955, members of a field



A female polar bear and two cubs photographed by David Johnston near Cape Henri-

etta Maria last summer.

party travelling the coast near Fort

Severn saw bears at the rate of one

every nine or ten miles. In making

a population estimate based on these

sightings, it was assumed that half

the bears in the area covered were

seen (Macfie, 1956). By applying a

density of one animal to five miles

to the Ontario Hudson Bay coast

(300 miles) and one-half that den-

sity to the James Bay coast (200

miles), a provfncial population of

about 80 bears in the period of peak

population is obtained. In the sum-

mer of 1961, a field party saw about

one bear in seven miles on a trip

from Winisk to Cape Henrietta Maria,

although most of the sightings were

grouped near the Cape (Stanfield,

1961).

The provincial polar bear pop-

ulation is believed to be smallest

in the spring, after the females have

taken their cubs from the forest to

the sea ice and before a new cargo

of bears lands from melting ice.

However, Indians say there is no

season when polar bears are never

seen in Ontario. Until a suitable

censusing method is found (an aerial

survey of the 2,000-square-mile

treeless zone in August might pro-

vide a reliable count), we must con-

tent ourselves by saying that our

polar bear population varies season-

ally from a few to perhaps as many

as one hundred or more.

According to Seton (1929), adult

female polar bears average 700

pounds in weight, and males, 900

pounds, although he cites the case

of a 1,600-pound specimen hoisted

aboard a whaling ship in the last

century. These weights take on

more meaning when we remember

that the largest black bear killed in

Ontario for which there is a reli-

able record weighed less than 400

pounds.



Besides its creamy-white colour,

the polar bear is distinctive among

bears for its slender, streamlined build.

A small, tapering head set on a long

neck gives it a serpent-like appearance

when it is scanning the air for scents.

Being adapted in shape and colour to a

world of water and ice, it looks out of

place, but no less imposing, against

the dull-toned tundra of its Ontario

range in summer.

All bears are omnivores, able

to feed on both animal and vege-

table matter, but the polar bear

depends greatly on the former which

it gets mainly in the form of seals.

A bear hunting the Ontario shores

kills the large bearded seal which

may weigh nearly as much as the

bear. Seals are hunted at the edge

of open water. This may be far out

on the partly frozen sea or near

shore where the rise and fall of the

tide maintains a permanent rift. In

summer, seals hauled up on beach-

es are sometimes caught.

Polar bears turn to plant food

in the open-water season-by nec-

essity because seals are harder to

catch-or perhaps by choice. It

may be that desire for plant food

attracts bears south to the Ontario

shore and that the annual influx is

not merely accidental. Several spec-

ies of berries, including strawber-

ries, grow sparsely on tundra, mus-

keg and river banks close to the

Bay, and it is likely these are sought

after. Coarse beach grasses, leaves

and lichens are eaten regularly by

polar bears during summer and fall,

as are roots dug from marshy ground.

In summer, the tundra and marshes

flanking Hudson and James Bays
harbour an abundance of birds' eggs

and flightless young and moulting

adult birds, and these probably con-

tribute to the protein intake of land-

bound polar bears.

Only pregnant females go into

dens at the approach of winter.

They enter the forest in late fall to

find shelter beneath an undercut

vegetation mat at the top of a river

bank, or against an upturned spruce

root. There are no big hollow trees

or rock caves in the Hudson Bay
lowland, but still, deeper snow and

the protection of trees must make
denning more comfortable in Ont-

ario than in the treeless main range

of the polar bear. They sleep most

of the time, and are called light

sleepers in contrast to the torpid

state of true hibernation.

The young are born about Dec-

ember. Twin births are the rule, but

a Fort Severn Indian once saw three

cubs being conducted from the den

through the forest toward Hudson

Bay (Cringan et a/, 1954). The re-

turn to the sea ice of mother and off-

spring, now about three months old,

takes place in March or April.

Young polar bears, like black bears,

are cared for into the second year of

life, and presumably the females

breed not more often than in alter-

nate years.

Not more than ten or fifteen

polar bears are killed in a year in

a year in Ontario by Hudson Bay In-

dians who are permitted under Treaty

to kill them for their own use and to

protect their food caches. The kill on

James Bay is still smaller (Cringan

et al, 1954). The average annual kill

for Ontario probably is fewer than 25

animals. Indians do not usually hunt

for polar bears. Individuals encounter-

ed in the water are shot from canoes,
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A polar bear feeding on leaves and grass near Shell Brook in the Patricia portion of

Kenora District. Photo by J.A. Mcrcf/e.

sometimes with repeated charges from

shotguns. Denned females and cubs

are sometimes scented and located by

the sled dogs of travelling Indians; if

a high-powered rifle is at hand, the

sluggish mother is killed and the cubs

killed or captured for possible sale to a

zoo. Rarely are polar bears afoot

attacked by Indians. As a rule, a bear

will make for the sea when approached

on land, but occasional individuals

show no fear and may approach a man
out of curiosity. They are hard to kill

with one shot, even from a high-power-

ed rifle, and Indians do not look for-

ward to meeting a bear during a duck

hunt among the coastal ponds.

"Wabusk", as the polar bear is

called by the Swampy Crees of Ont-

ario's seacoast, is valued primarily as
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A stretched polar bear skin at an Indian lodge. Photo by F.L. Hall.

a source of dog food and secondarily

as a fur-trade article (Cringan et al,

1954). When a bear is sighted near a

settlement, several men in canoes will

try to way-lay it in the water so that it

can be killed and fed to the village

dogs which are always in need of meat.

A bear is shared communally although

a seal, as a rule, is notCMacfie, 1954).

Indians regard polar bear meat as unfit

for their own use although they know

that Eskimos eat it. Hides, if prime,

are saved to be sold to white visitors

as souvenirs. Much effort is required

to prepare a hide for sale and the mar-

ket is unreliable.

All but the lower James Bay coast

of the Ontario polar bear range has, for

the past decade, lain within the Hinter-

land, a region which no one may enter

for the purpose of fishing or hunting,

thwarting any interest in polar bears

that might have developed among big

game hunters. Making the polar bear a

game species has placed a further re-

striction on sport hunting since no

open season has been declared.

In 1954 when it became known that

belts of radar stations were to be built

in northern Canada, fear was expressed

that sport hunting by construction and

military personnel, and elimination of

individuals near establishments as a

safety measure, would seriously deplete

the polar bear population (Cringan et al,

1954). The same paper predicted that

an increasing tourist traffic to James

Bay would encourage hide-hunting.



Evidently, however, bears have not yet

become noticeably scarcer (Simkin,

1960). In I960, Simkin said that the

annual kill remained the same as in the

early 1950's and that Indians still kill-

ed bears primarily for dog food rather

than hides which brouojit only fifteen

to twenty-five dollars. Coast Indians

believed that the animals were then

about as plentiful as ever.

Nevertheless, from this day for-

ward, the race will carry on a precari-

ous existence in Ontario and throughout

its circumpolar range. To begin with,

the polar bear has all the qualities of a

desirable big game animal: it is big,

aggressive, rare and found only in a

remote, forbidding place. Hunters are

now paying the State of Alaska $160

for a licence to hunt polar bears off its

shores. The only practicable way to

hunt it is with the help of an aircraft

which strips away the animals de-

fenses. Extermination, by aerial hunt-

ing of a small population of large ani-

mals that never before needed protec-

tive cover, is not an impossibility.

Fortunately, this fact is being reco-

gnized by governments having jurisdic-

tion in the polar bear range. Applica-

tion of protective measures will, how-

ever, become increasingly difficult with

the growth of native and non-native hu-

man populations in the arctic and sub-

arctic regions.
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For the biggest, plumpest cottontails, you should hunt on farms with freshly painted

barns. Buildings that are we 1
1-maintained, including fresh paint jobs, reflect pros-

perity. And on farms, prosperity means soil fertility. The better the soil, the bet-

ter the yields; the better the income and buildings -- the bigger and better the bun-

nies. Cottontails, like corn and cabbage, grow in accordance with the richness of

the soil. Classic studies in Missouri, a decade or more ago, showed that cottontails

from soils of high grain yields weighed a third more than their brethren on less fer-

tile ground. (Maryland Conservationist)
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SMELT HARVEST BY SPORT FISHERMEN IN LAKE ERIE

by J. Douglas Roseborough

Biologist, Lake Erie District

When an animal species is commonly

abundant, people often have the ten-

dency to pay little attention to it, its

history or its present use. The Ameri-

can smelt in Lake Erie is a prime

example. The smelt has been present

in Lake Erie for only twenty-five years

and has been abundant for less than a

decade. It is most definitely an animal

whose place in our province has rapidly

been accepted, and few people now

ask: "Where did it come from?"

The smelt in Lake Erie is believed

to have come from plantings made in

Crystal Lake in Michigan between 1906

and 1913 to provide a source of food

for landlocked or Sebago salmon plant-

ed there at the same time. By 1923,

it appeared in Lake Michigan; by 1925,

it was reported in northern Lake Huron;

and by 1932, smelt were taken in nets

in southern Lake Huron.

The smelt was first reported for

Lake Erie in 1935 at Port Dover but

remained relatively uncommon for the

the next decade and one-half.

A spawning run of smelt was obser-

ved for the first time on Lake Erie in

1940 in a drainage ditch west of Blen-

heim. Additional runs were observed

in 1942 in Normandale Creek in Nor-

folk County and in Silver Creek in

Elgin County. Since then, runs of

smelt have occurred in most of the

ditches and streams flowing into the

lake and, by the 1950's, the fish were

also caught on the beaches where

spawning takes place over sand or

gravel. Small smelt runs have been

recorded for the southern shores of

Lake Erie and it appears that Ontario

beaches and streams sustain the mass

of the spawning activity.

The Lake Erie smelt's origin is

not entirely certain, however, since

smelt were also reported in Lake Ont-

ario in 1931, and it is quite possible

that Lake Erie smelt came from Lake

Ontario rather than from the upper Great

Lakes-especial ly since the first Ont-

ario reports were from Lake Erie's

eastern basin.

The great increase in numbers of

smelt in Lake Erie was first noticed

in the early 1950's and is recorded in

the annual commercial fishery reports.

The following summary illustrates the

propensity of the increase in commer-

cial catches during the past 14 years.

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION
YEAR IN POUNDS
1948 30,500

1949 14,500

1950 65,750

1951 152,000

1952 374,000

1953 1,030,000

1954 1,266,000

1955 2,040,000

1956 3,695,000

1957 4,473,000

1958 4,656,000

1959 * 6,843,000

1960 11,467,000

1961 *15,000,00Q

Data from J.W. Davies, Commercial

Fish Section, Fish and Wildlife Branch.

1948-1951 data from daily reports.

1952-1961 data from annual reports.

* Estimates. Trawl -catch included

with catch of smelt from conventional

gear.



Smelt fishing is often a family affair. Photo by T. Jenkins

The sport fishing of smelt seemed

to be reaching very high porportions

by 1957, and a pilot survey of numbers

of anglers and their catch of smelt

was carried out at Point Pelee, one of

the most popular sites for smelt fishing.

The survey in 1957 did not produce

reliable results but in the next year it

was indicated that about 16,000 smelt

fishermen caught 1,450,000 pounds in a

two-week period at Point Pelee.

In 1959, the survey was repeated

on Point Pelee and initiated on 20

other popular smelt fishing beaches

along Lake Erie. The accompanying

map indicates the areas surveyed. The
census-officers were supplied with

survey cards on which they recorded

for each night and for each area sur-

veyed the following data

1. Area and date.

2. Total number of cars seen at

any one time on the length of

beach.

3. Number of persons in each car-

load contacted.

4. Number of pounds of smelt in

each carload contacted.

The information obtained from in-

dividual interviews was used to calcu-

late the number of fishermen per car

and weight of smelt taken per car.

From this, estimates for each area

were calculated with a reasonable de-

gree of accuracy. The survey indicated

that on beaches and docks and in

streams surveyed by Conservation

Officers along Lake Erie during a 15-

day period extending from April 12th
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Dipping for smelt in shallow water. Photo by R. Muckleston.

to May 25th, 1959, a total of 62,000

sport fishermen harvested in the order

of 2,995,000 pounds of smelt.

The survey did not cover all the

smelt fishing areas on the lake, nor

did it cover all the hours and days

when fishermen were active. The total

number of fishermen and their harvest

therefore represents a minimum measure

of smelt fishing activity on Lake Erie.

In 1960y the survey was repeated in

six of the twenty areas used in 1959

and on the basis of this survey the

harvest for the twenty areas was esti-

mated. In I960, 68,000 smelt sport

fishermen harvested 5,280,000 pounds

of smelt The increase in harvest at

Point Pelee is illustrated by the fol-

lowing table:

Year Sport Smelt Harvest

Fishermen (Lbs)

1958 16,000 3,450,000

1959 38,600 2,570,000

1960 44,600 4,900,000

The sport harvest during these

three years followed the same increase

as the commercial harvest and equalled

from one-third to one-half the latter.

It is remarkable that the 1960

commercial harvest of IVA million

pounds and the sport harvest of 5lA mil-

lion pounds was possible with such

ease. It is believed that twice this

number of smelt could have been taken

by both interests. The commercial

harvest is restricted by the number of

processing plants, freezers and mar-

kets available for this one species.

The harvest by sport fishermen is only

restricted by the number of people in-

terested in this activity and, possibly,

by the size of their home freezers,

the size of their families or the number

of friends they dare give fish to. Any

observer of smelt fishermen in action

can vouch for the abundance of this

species. The seine-nets, dip-nets and

other catching devices used are often

filled and overflowing when brought

ashore during the peak of the run.

It is unfortunate that interest in

smelt fishing by residents in the Lake

Erie area is waining in recent years.

"Bringing home wash-tubs full of

smelt" is not as popular as it used to

be. It may be that smelt are too easy

to catch and too difficult to dispose of

and that the novelty is wearing off.
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Removing smelt from the net. Photo by R. Muckleston.

The Lake Erie smelt taken in the

sport fishery are mainly two-, and

three-year-old fish. It appears that

two-year-olds are abundant one year

and three-year-old fish are abundant the

next year. Then, two-year-old fish be-

come available the next year, and so

on. Very few smelt appear to live

past three years of age, and mass mort-

alities are believed to occur shortly

after each spawning run.

As is the case with most species

of game or fish, the best management

is to make as complete a use of the re-

source as possible. This principle is

applicable not only in Lake Erie but in

the other areas of Ontario where smelt

are abundant, such as Lakes Ontario,

Huron, and Superior as well as their

many channels and bays.
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A REPORT ON THE CANNON NET TRAP METHOD
OF CAPTURING BRANT GEESE FOR BANDING

by E. F. Mantle

Conservation Officer, Haileybury

American Brant have been travelling

north through the Lake Temiskaming

area for some years and the numbers

involved are steadily increasing. I

was requested by District Office to

attempt to capture and band some dur-

ing the spring migration of 1961. I

was helped by Mr. Antero Kitti, Ranger,

and Messrs. Gordon Short, Clifford

Barlow, J. Fildes and A. Scully of the

Temiskaming Fish and Game Protective

Association. The means of capture

was to be a cannon-projected net-trap,

Addy (1956) and Dill and Thomsberry

(1950).

The equipment is shown in Fig-

ures 1 and 2 but is not drawn to scale.

A nylon net of four-inch mesh mea-

sured 60' x 90'. To the leading (900

edge were attached four sets of three

ropes with steel projectiles 2.50" in

diameter, 3.50" long and five pounds

in weight. The trailing edge of the

net was anchored by rubber bands cut

from heavy inner tubing and attached to

four-foot lengths of ropes each of which

was fastened to a five pound "drag"

or retaining weight. Four cannons of

seamless steel tubing (2.50" inside

diameter by two feet long) were set in

the ground by means of steel spikes.

The charge is packed in an aluminum

container having the dimensions and

appearance of a shortened 12 gauge

shot gun shell. It is equipped with

connecting wires and it is electrically

fired. It should be noted at this point

that a ramrod 04" x 3 feet birch dowling

does nicely) and a hammer are required

to eject fired cartridges. By experi-

ment it was found that with an elevation

of approximately 45 degrees the charge

would fire the untethered five-pound

projectile about 400 yards.

The net is laid out to its full ex-

tent over the area it is intended to

cover when the trap is fired. It is pul-

led absolutely smooth and square. To

the trailing edge are attached the rubber

retainer bands and drag weights. The

four cannons are placed immediately

behind the trailing edge at an elevation

of 45 degrees, the two outer guns angled

outwards slightly and the two centre

guns pointing straight ahead. The net

is then gathered back to the trailing

edge and piled evenly in front of the

guns (pile about one foot wide). Four

projectiles are attached to the four

sets of ropes on the leading edge; the

projectiles are placed in the cannon.

Charges are inserted last, the wires

being connected, and lead wires are

strung to the blind or firing point

Firing, or course, is accomplished by

means of the battery or blasting mac-

hine when the birds are in position.

The net may be camouflaged by means

of grass, weeds, etc., being careful not

to use them in a manner that would obs-

truct the net. As the net came rolled

in a strip of burlap sacking, we merely

covered the net with this. At a dis-

tance, this gave the impression of a

furrow.

On May 22nd, 1961, we heard that

about five hundred birds had arrived at

Mr. Henri Benoit's farm at the north end

of Lake Temiskaming. I should like to

acknowledge, here, Mr. Benoit's kind-

13



Map Showing location of Bird-Banding

Operation on American Brant

May 1961

Benoit's Farm
Lot 11, Con 2.

Dymond Twp.

To North

Bay

Scale 1" - 4 miles

To Silver |

Centre
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Branf geese at La/ce Temiskaming. Photo by courtesy of The Temiskaming Speaker.

ness in letting us band the geese on

his land. On May 23rd, the equipment

was set up one hundred yards from the

water's edge in a twenty- five- acre hay

field in the manner outlined above. The

area was baited with grain. The even-

ing of the 23rd, we waited in vain for

the birds to come into position. The

evening of May 24th, we waited for

over an hour but the Brant, principally

grass feeders, paid little attention to

our grain. The evening was wet and

foggy, and the birds were quiet. Two
men of the party went into the field

and in about three-quarters of an hour

"walked" the flock into position. We

fired the trap and immediately hastened

to peg down the edge of the net. We

found that if we moved slowly the birds

did not struggle excessively. A count

revealed that we had captured one hun-

dred and sixty- five geese. After band-

ing approximately seventy-five birds,

we noticed that many were showing

signs of weakness. It was raining

heavily and rapidly becoming dark.

Many of the birds were becoming coated

with clay. We therefore banded one

hundred birds and released the remain-

ing sixty- five. During the next few

days, we visited the lakeshore to check

on the condition of the birds. No ap-

parent loss was noticed and, a few

days later, several birds bearing bands

were photographed by the local weekly

newspaper, "The Temiskaming Speak-

er", in a field about one mile away.

On May 29th, determined not to

fire at so large a flock of birds again,

we carried out the second operation,

the birds being "walked" to the trap

in an identical manner. This time,

fifty-two birds were caught, banded

and released without any ill affects.

One of the centre cannons failed to

fire, however, and was pulled from

its holder by the power of the remain-

ing three, being thrown end-over-end
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Fig. 2 Cannon Net Trap
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Brant geese released after banding at Lake Temiskaming. Photo by courtesy of The

Temiskaming Speaker.

through the net, causing considerable

damage to the net. Subsequent at-

tempts were made to capture more

birds on June 1st, 2nd and 3rd. On
each occasion, one or more of the guns

failed to fire. By this time, the birds

were becoming extremely wary and were

starting to disperse. Further work was

therefore abandoned.

Finally: a few notes on banding

procedure after the net has fallen may

be in order. As soon as the net falls,

all members of the party must stake

the net securely to the ground to pre-

vent the birds from becoming hopeless-

ly rolled in it It was found conven-

ient to have two men remove birds from

the net and one man to sex, age and

band the birds while a fourth man re-

corded the information. A party of four

seemed to do the job efficiently and

quickly. Bird bands come strung on a

cord in lots of one hundred and it was

found most convenient to wear this

about the neck as a necklace, the bands

being removed in order as required.

Long-nosed pliers were found to be an

excellent banding tool serving both to

remove bands from the necklace and to

apply them to the birds' legs.
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RAINBOW TROUT IN THE NOTTAWASAGA RIVER-

WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO NICOLSTON DAM
by A. A. V/ainio

Biologist, Lake Simcoe District

The Nottawasaga River drains an area

of 1,145 square miles, mostly in Simcoe

County. The main branch follows a

winding course, beginning near Shel-

boume and ending at Wasaga Beach.

The Mad and Pine Rivers, tributaries of

the Nottawasaga, rise in the high plain

west of the Niagara escarpment. This

river system flows down the escarp-

ment in deeply cut rock-valleys several

hundred feet deep. The gradients are

often more than 100 feet per mile. Some

of the roughest topography in southern

Ontario exists here. The Mad River

flows through Devil's Glen, a well

known beauty spot near Singhampton,

while the upper branch of the Notta-

wasaga flows down the escarpment

through the Hockley Valley which is

famed for its rugged scenery and winter

ski trails.

Records reveal that rainbow trout

were first planted in the Sydenham Ri-

ver in Grey County about 1904 by Mr.

John Miller. The United States Fish

Commission report for 1904 states

"Rainbow Trout to applicant, Owen
Sound, 20,000 eggs." The first re-

corded capture of a rainbow in Lake
Huron occurred in May, 1904, when a

four-pound specimen was taken off

Duck Island just south of Manitoulin.

The regular stocking of rainbow trout

by the Ontario Department of Game and

Fisheries began in 1918. However, in

a letter to the Department on January

7th, 1936, Mr. T.R. Huxtable of Hom-
ings Mills, relates:

"In 1883, the Provincial Govern-

ment imported rainbow trout from the

McCloud River, California, and planted

them near Sault St. Marie, Ontario. A
few years later, an ardent fisherman of

that district bought a farm in Hockley

Valley, near the source of the Not-

tawasaga River, twelve miles north-

east of Orangeville. On the farm was a

real nice tributary of the Nottawa Ri-

ver on which he built a small pond. He

then brought down from the Sault some

small fry and planted them in his pond

which he screened. A few years later,

he died. His sons didn't take any in-

terest in fishing or fish, so neglected

the dam and it was washed out in the

spring freshets of 1900, letting the old

man's stock of rainbows into the Not-

tawa River. They evidently worked

their way downstream until they found

the Pine River. This being a swift,

fresh-water stream, they followed it up

and their first appearance at Terra

Nova, 9A miles east of our dam, was in

the year 1903, and the knowledge I had

of their being this far upstream was in

the fall of 1911." Since these times,

thousands of trout have been stocked in

more than one hundred Ontario waters.

The rainbow trout is a migratory

species. This behaviour is best deve-

loped in those fish occupying coastal

waters and less well developed in those

fish isolated for generations from their

sea-going relatives. Biologists have

shown that landlocked forms of rain-

bow trout planted in coastal waters re-

vert to their original sea- going habit,

regardless of thousands of years of

isolation. In Ontario, adult trout may

migrate upstream in October and Nov-
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Left: A view of the fishway at

Nicolston Dam before water enters

the river below the dam. The water

can be raised 12 inches at each step

so that fish can easily move up-

stream in successive leaps. Right:

Tagging a rainbow trout at Nicolston

Dam. Photos by T. Jenkins,

ember as well as in early spring.

Spawning takes place in April and May

at which time the fish move upstream

to clear, rapid waters where they cons-

truct nests in clean gravel. After

spawning, they move downstream and

return to the lake. Young trout remain

in the parent stream until from one to

three years of age and then migrate to

lakes where they mature. It has been

reported that the Pine River, a tribu-

tary of the Nottawasaga, is one of the

few rivers in which large rainbow trout

remain throughout the year.

Although great numbers of trout

migrate up the Nottawasaga River,

capturing and tagging them in the main

river and its equally large tributaries

is very difficult However, at Nicolston

Dam just east of Alliston, the Depart-

ment found an ideal location for tag-

ging these large migrating trout.

The Nicolston Dam was originally

constructed by a Mr. John Nicol who

was born in Scotland in 1820 and lived

in Simcoe County from 1853 until his

death in 1890. Mr. Nicol laid out the

Village of Nicolston in 1875, and by

1880 the village had grist, saw and

woollen mills, a school, Presbyterian

Church and a Montreal Telegraph

Agency. The accompanying sketch

shows the plan of the old site as it

was in 1881. All that remains of the

village now is the grist mill, the dam

and the home of Frank Nicol. In 1890,

when John Nicol died, his son John

took over the responsibilities of the

Nicolston Mills. In that year, the dam

was washed out but John Nicol, Jr.,

then 21 years old, had it rebuilt. The

present owner, Mr. Frank Nicol, took

over operations in 195£ when the dam

was partly washed out by Hurricane

Hazel in 1954, he had it repaired.

The dam consists of two parts, a

main dam with a flow controlled struc-

ture separated from a wing wall by a

small island. To make water pass over

the wing wall, the depth of water flow-
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ing over the main dam must exceed two

feet or stop boards must be added to

divert the flow.

Over the years, as the spring run

of rainbow trout increased, spectators

by the thousands visited the dam to

watch them leaping against the face of

the dam. With high water levels it was

possible for many trout to make the

ascent Sometimes it was necessary to

raise the water level above the dam

by additional boards so that the local

mill owner could secure power. This,

of course, made further ascent impos-

sible. Futile attempts were made to

leap the barrier. The public demanded

that some structure be built to ensure

the safe passage of these beautiful

fish to their spawning beds.

However, before any fishway could

be built, it was necessary to determine

just how formidable a barrier the dam

was and, if it was a barrier, what

happened to the fish and the spawn

they carried. When the Nicolston Dam

problem re-occurred in the spring of

1959, a study was initiated to try and

answer these questions. Late in March,

1959, with water passing over both

the main dam and wing wall, a few

trout were noticed. By April 11th, even

though the water had ceased to spill

over the wing wall, the number of

trout had increased greatly, judging by

the leaping activity at the face of the

main dam. The period from April 11th

to April 25th when the wing wall re-

mained dry, coincided with the period

of greatest leaping activity and pre-

sumably was the peak of the trout

spawning run.

With stop boards in place and water

flowing over the wing wall, leaping

trout were observed there as well as

at the main dam. However, 95 per cent

of the observed leaps at the wing wall

were unsuccessful. Leaping activity

subsided after April 27th although some

were observed leaping during the month

of May. It was evident that only very

agrle trout could ascend the wing wall

because the jump required is from five

to six feet high and 12 feet long.

In the tagging operations during the

spring of 1959, an "electric shocker"

was employed to capture rainbow trout

at the tail waters of the dam, and 141

were taken between April 13th and

27th. The trout ranged in total length

from 15 to 29 inches and averaged 23

inches. To learn whether they spawned

immediately below the dam, the gravel

in the tailwaters was sieved with a

screen but no rainbow trout eggs were

found. All trout were tagged with a

bright yellow plastic tag and released

above the dam. One tagged rainbow

trout, captured well up the Boyne River

which enters the Nottawasaga River

lA mile below Nicolston Dam, indicates

that some fish seek alternate spawning
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TABLE I: AGE AND GROWTH OF ADULT RAINBOW TROUT

AGE IN

YEARS
LIFE HISTORY

CAPTURED AT NICOLSTON DAM DURING
APRIL, 1959

NO. OF FISH AVERAGE LENGTH
(inches)

III 3 stream/1 lake 15 16.3

IV 2 stream/2 lake

3 stream/1 lake

12

9

21.4

17.7

V 2 stream/3 lake

3 stream/2 lake

4 stream/1 lake

7

34

1

23.3

23.6

24.5

VI 3 stream/3 lake 1 27.5

TABLE II:

WATERS

Pine River

0*

16

1

20

II

11

Boyne River

Sheldon Creek

1

8

17

47 1

Upper Notta-

wasaga River 5 24 9

AGE CLASSES OF RAINBOW TROUT CAPTURED
IN THE NOTTAWASAGA RIVER SYSTEM IN

SEPTEMBER, 1959

AGE CLASS
III Total

47

18

1 57

38

These fish are approximately three months old.

TABLE

AGE IN

YEARS

AGE AND GROWTH OF A 20% SUB-SAMPLE OF THE 574 RAINBOW
TROUT TAGGED AT THE FISHWAY AT NICOLSTON DAM

DURING THE SPRING OF 1961

NO. OF LIFE AVERAGE LENGTH
FISH HISTORY LENGTH RANGE

111 18 2 stream -

Hake
18.1 (12.0-19.0)

IV 30 2 stream -

2 lake

21.6 (15.5-25.0)

15 3 stream -

Hake
16.7 (16.0-18.5)

V 14 3 stream -

Hake
22.1 (19.0-28.0)

13 2 stream -

3 lake

23.0 (21.0-25.0)

VI 14 3 stream -

3 lake

24.2 (21.0-29.0)

3 2 stream -

4 lake

23.3 (22.0-24.5)



areas. The fish were tagged in April,

1959, and all recoveries took place

the same year from early May to July.

Eleven tags or 7.8 per cent of the total

have been returned to date, but many

anglers still neglect to return tags or

keep them as souvenirs.

Ages of 77 of the 141 trout tagged

at the dam were determined and are

summarized in Table I. The results in-

dicated that the spawning run of trout

consists of three-, to five-year-old fish

with five-year-olds making up over 50

per cent of the spawning population.

It also shows that young trout may

migrate to the lake after spending either

two or three years in the stream. A

difference in growth rate is apparent in

the four-year-old fish, depending on the

length of time they had spent in the

in the parent stream. These observa-

tions during 1959 disclosed that only a

small percentage of adult trout manag-

ed to jump the dam and proceed up-

stream. To verify this, it was decid-

ed that, in the fall of 1959, the Depart-

ment would sample the results of re-

production in four main waters of the

Nottawasaga River System: the Upper

Nottawasaga River and Sheldon Creek

upstream from Nicolston Dam and the

Pine and Boyne Rivers downstream.

The main purpose of this fall sur-

vey was to determine the proportion of

each age class of young rainbow trout

in each of the four waters. The shock-

ing survey was conducted during the

first half of September, 1959, when

young-of-the-year fish were over three

months old. The officers in charge

captured 160 young trout which they

measured and from which they col-

lected scale samples. The age classes

of these fish are shown in Table II, but

the small size of the sample does not

provide conclusive evidence of the

effect of the dam on upstream spawn-

ing.

This survey showed us that natural

reproduction occurred in all four streams

in 1958 and 1959. Also: the survey

confirmed scale readings which sug-

gested that rainbow trout often spend

their first three summers in the stream

and the remainder of their life in the

lake, except during spawning migra-

tion.

It was decided that because of the

great popularity of this fish, and the

proximity of the Nottawasaga River to

thousands of anglers, a fishway should

be installed. However, in the spring of

1960 before work on the fishway had

begun, Conservation Officers with the

able assistance of members of the Duf-

ferin-Northern Peel Anglers and Hunt-

ers Club netted many large trout at

Nicolston Dam. These fish were tagged

and released above the dam.

In September, 1960, the Department

of Public Works commenced construc-

tion of a modern by-pass fishway on

the north side of the dam. This con-

sisted of an 80-foot cement chute in

which the waters of the upper river may

be controlled and released down this

spillway to create enough current and

volume to permit the migrating trout to

swim safely from the foot of the dam to

the waters above it.

To facilitate the capture of rain-

bow trout using the fishway, a section

was designed to handle a cage with

two screen doors which could be rais-

ed or lowered by means of a winch. The

trout are removed by means of a dip

net. They are then measured, tagged,

sexed, and scale samples removed be-

fore they are released upstream from

the cage. The fishway was complet-

ed and placed in operation on April

19th, 1961, and within hours it was
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quite apparent that this new installa-

tion was a success.

The cage at the fishway was oper-

ated from April 19th until May 12th.

During these 24 days, 574 rainbow

trout ranging in size from 12 to 29

inches were caught. In the third week

of April, large catches of trout occur-

red and then, for about a week, activi-

ty slackened off until the first week in

May when again the catch increased

for about a week. By May 12th, the

catches of trout were so low that tag-

ging operations were discontinued.

Apparently, the greatest number of mi-

grating trout reaches the dam in mid-

April.

Forty- six rainbow trout, represent-

ing eight per cent of the catch, exhib-

ited lamprey scars. Both white and

and longnose suckers were caught but

the majority were white suckers. The

largest catches of trout occurred during

the night, roughly from 11:00 p.m. to

2:00 a.m.; at midnight on April 21st, a

single lift of the cage produced 22

large trout Scales were taken from all

trout caught and Table III gives the

results of age determinations. In the

scale readings of the tour-year-old fish

it was noted, as was the case with the

previous readings in 1959, that there

was a difference in the growth rate de-

pending on whether the fish had been

two or three years in the stream. From

the average lengths, it can be seen

that the yearly growth of adult rain-

bow trout is between two and three in-

ches. This is a comparatively slow

rate of growth when compared with that

which occurs when the young trout mi-

grate for the first time from the stream

to the lake. This difference in rate of

growth was vividly illustrated by a tag

recovery from a female rainbow trout

caught in the lower reaches of the Not-

tawasaga River on October 17th, 1961.

This trout was tagged on June 5th,

1961, at Silver Creek near Collingwood.

At the time, it measured 6-1/8 inches

and was migrating downstream to Geor-

gian Bay for the first time. When

caught, the fish measured 14-54 inches.

In 4^2 months, the fish grew 8-1/8 in-

ches, illustrating the phenomenal grow-

th that occurs in young trout once they

migrate to lake waters.

Studies will be continued in an

effort to assess the effect of the fish-

way on the production of rainbow trout

in the Nottawasaga watershed and to

obtain additional information on the

biology of this species.
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Nicolston Dam late in April. The winch and fishway are on the left. Photo by T.

Jenkins.

•* A

Woollen Mill Dam Lumber Mills Flour Mill Barns Store Residence

A sketch of Nicolston Village and dam, from the Atlas of Canada, 1881 . The woollen

mill, lumber mills and store are no longer in existence.



A rainbow trout just before tagging at Nicolston Dam. Photo by T. Jenkins. See

story by A. A. Wainio, this issue.


